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Research Interests
- Intelligent Integrated Flight Control System Design
- Guidance and Autopilot
- Trajectory Optimization
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Research Topics I: Vision-based Autonomous UAV
- Vision-based Automatic Take-off/Landing System (NRL)
- Vision-recognition & Vision-based Collision Avoidance

Research Topics II: Multiple UAVs
- Distributed Multiple Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
- UAV Terrain Following for Cooperative Missions

Research Topics III: Fault Detection, Isolation and Reconfiguration
- Actuator FDI&R
- Sensor FDI&R

Research Topics IV: Control & Guidance Applications
- Torpedo Guidance & Control
- Missile Guidance & Control
- Problem Formulation
- Precise Tracking and Monitoring of Multi-composite Orbits
- High-altitude Wind-shear Load Prediction Method and a Load-relief Algorithm for Launch Operations
- Simulation Result (Salvo Attack)

Research Facilities
- Fixed-wing UAV: SNUACE
- Rotating-wing UAV: Quadrotor
- Rotating-wing UAV: Helicopter
- GCS
- HILS System
- HILS Scheme